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News time
The Antartic blue whale
Because of hunting1 the antartic blue whale was in
danger until 1986 when hunting got banned2. Whales are
now saved from extinction. But whales will never be as
numerous in the ocean as they were before.

The mountain gorilla
The mountain gorilla lives in the rain forest of
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Because of hunting the number of gorillas was reduced to
about 250 in 1986. But conservationists3 persuaded locals4
that gorillas must be saved. Now numbers have grown to
1000 gorillas

Did you known?

The number of European bisons increased5 from 54 to 6000.
The number of California condors increased from 27 to 300.
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Presentation time
Albane is a student in Saint-Genes who is very talented6 in drawing, she
won a drawing contest7 organized by the Bordeaux Townhall8.
1-What was the theme of the drawing contest that you won?
“Tous contre les masques par terre”.There were 400 or 500 contestants.
2-When did you discover9 your gift10 for drawing?
During the first Covid lockdown. People have always told me that I draw well so I
kept drawing.
3-Do you want to be an illustrator11 when you grow up?
Yes, I would like to have an artistic occupation.
4-Where do you find your inspiration?
In everything around me, then I imagine stories.
5-What do you prefer to draw? On what medium12?
I like drawing people, faces, realistic scenes on cardboard paper with pencil, felt
pens.
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Saint-Genès time
Take Action ! Let’s pick up the trash !
On the 25th of January 2022 the ecodélégués picked up13 the trash14 in the
collège. It was a really good action! It was a
good occasion to meet15 new people, so if
you like ecology, next year, be a candidate to
become an eco-délégué! The types of trash
we picked up are : masks, plastic, paper,
bottles, cardboard16, candy wrappers.

Let’s play!
The game club (club de jeux), is animated by
Alexandra Rivoallan.
It's a great place to have a fun. There are
pupils17 from every grade. We can play
Monopoly, Uno, Jungle Speed, Tic Tac Boum
for example.
You can sign up18 at the BVS every Monday to
enjoy a game or two!
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English time

We recommend :
-Roald Dahl’s novels.
-The Paper Planes Teens collection :
Romeo and Juliet in Las Vegas,
Frankenstein 2.0…
-The Faraway tree collection by Enid
Blyton.
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Reading recommendations

You can find many books in English in
the CDI!
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See you soon..!

